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NEXT STOP: LANGUAGE
THE ‘FOXP2’ GENE’S JOURNEY THROUGH TIME
adriana Schatton and conStance ScharFF
How did humans evolve language? The fossil record does not yield enough evidence to reconstruct 
its evolution and animals do not talk. But as the neural and molecular substrates of language are 
uncovered, their genesis and function can be addressed comparatively in other species. FOXP2 
is such a case – a gene with a strong link to language that is also essential for learning in mice, birds 
and even flies. Comparing the role FOXP2 plays in humans and other animals is starting to reveal 
common principles that may have provided building blocks for language evolution. 
Keywords: speech, language, sensory-motor learning, evo-devo, deep homology.
n LANGUAGE IS UNIVERSAL
Imagine yourself as an extraterrestrial behavioral 
scientist that lands for the first time on our planet 
(Figure 1). Would you marvel most at the gigantic 
whales and tiny fruit-flies going about their business 
of foraging and reproducing in very different ways? 
Or would you be more fascinated by those bi-pedally 
walking cloth-wearing apes that inhabit vastly 
different habitats across the globe, looking quite 
diverse and chattering away at each other with very 
different sound streams, but all belonging to the same 
species, Homo sapiens? Looking closer, you will 
find that these different sound streams, what we call 
languages, are in fact fundamentally universal – every 
human society has its own language. 
While sounding different, all languages 
share some commonalities. All languages are 
hierarchically structured. Their building blocks are 
sounds that humans can produce effortlessly with 
their voice, such as p, b, f, v, t, d, a, e and so on. They 
are combined into a larger repertoire of syllables 
out of which thousands of different words can be 
composed. Rules of grammar that are also partially 
similar across all languages allow for the stringing 
together of words into almost limitless ways to build 
sentences that can express seemingly unlimited 
facts and thoughts. The same holds true for sign 
language, where a limited repertoire of hand and 
face movements is combined into a larger repertoire 
of gestures and those, using grammar, and used to 
form sentences that convey meaning. 
Our extraterrestrial behavioral scientist might 
think: «Very nifty system», but why do such different 
languages share some common principles? 
n GENETIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO LANGUAGE
The fact that all humans use language, and that all 
languages share some characteristics, have suggested 
to linguists and biologists that there must be a strong 
genetic component. The genetic component of 
language, called «the language instinct» in the title 
of Steven Pinker’s book published in 1994, must have 
Figure 1. What would be most interesting for an extraterrestrial 
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something to do with the ability to «learn» language 
because the genetic makeup of a baby has nothing to 
do with which particular language it will eventually 
speak; a baby born to Spanish-speaking parents but 
adopted and raised by French-speaking parents will 
learn French, not Spanish. So how does this learning 
process take place? First, the baby’s brain needs to 
identify what language sounds are. Beginning a few 
weeks after birth, infants can distinguish speech 
sounds from other sounds and even match a syllable 
they hear to the face that makes that sound (Kuhl & 
Meltzoff, 1982). When a baby starts babbling at a few 
months of age, it has to modify the babbling sounds 
towards the language of its environment. This process 
continues through the first two years of life. In parallel, 
the baby learns – effortlessly and without formal 
instruction – the meaning of the sounds and the norms 
that rule how these are put together. Even before 
toddlers can speak well, they know the difference 
in meaning when parents ask «Did you take Mary’s 
toy?» or «Did Mary take your toy?». As children get 
older their brains also react differently to sentences 
that are semantically correct or incorrect («my uncle 
will watch the movie» versus «my uncle will blow the 
movie») and also differentiate between syntactically 
correct and incorrect sentences («My uncle will watch/
watching the movie») (Friederici, 2006). 
«Wow – says the extraterrestrial –, these Homo 
sapiens babies seem to be born as little language 
learning machines. How can they do this?» 
n FOXP21
If babies are born with an instinct for learning 
language, how is this anchored in their genes? Does 
it require «specialized» genes that are only relevant 
for language and speech, or is language learning just 
another learning process, like learning to walk, to 
ride a bicycle or to do math? The latter seemed to be 
more plausible as genetic diseases affecting language 
usually also impair other cognitive domains. Thus 
it came as a surprise to the scientific community 
when multiple members of a family in Great 
Britain were diagnosed with a «specific language 
impairment» in the absence of other morphological 
or mental abnormalities. The grandmother of the 
so-called KE family apparently had a spontaneous 
mutation that was inherited by four of her five 
children and ten of her 24 grandchildren, affecting 
1  By convention, when capitalized, FOXP2 refers to the human gene,  
Foxp2 refers to the gene in mice and FoxP2 refers to the gene in other 
species. The genes are italicized, but the proteins are not.
«BEGINNING A FEW WEEKS AFTER 
BIRTH, INFANTS CAN DISTINGUISH 
SPEECH SOUNDS FROM OTHER SOUNDS 
AND EVEN MATCH A SYLLABLE 
THEY HEAR TO THE FACE THAT MAKES 
THAT SOUND»
Figure 2. Image designed based on TROG-test (Test of reception 
of grammar, Bishop, 1983). Affected KE family members perform 
worse when being asked to point to the appropriate picture for: 
«the hare chasing the horse is red».
Figure 3. Juvenile zebra finches need to learn to sing not unlike 
babies need to learn how to speak. Adult males (left) act as tutors 
and juveniles (on the right) modify their babbling until they master 
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both boys and girls. This inheritance pattern is 
characteristic of a dominant mutation on one of the 
non-sex chromosomes (autosomes). In the case of 
the KE family, the affected family members have 
problems with the coordination of the tongue and 
mouth muscles to orchestrate speech sounds. For 
example, repeating nonsense multisyllable words 
like «woogalamic» or «perplisteronk» is much 
more difficult for a KE family member who has the 
mutation than for a non-affected sibling (Watkins, 
Dronkers, & Vargha-Khadem, 2002). In addition, 
grammatical comprehension is also affected, but 
less so than speech production. For instance, when 
asked to point to the appropriate picture for «the 
hare chasing the horse is red», the affected family 
members perform worse (Figure 2). 
Since problems understanding and producing 
complex language impact education and interaction 
with others, the mutation represents a huge challenge 
for the affected family members. At the same time, 
it provided the scientific community with a window 
into the molecular underpinnings of language 
production and perception, and raised hope for 
the possibility of clinical intervention (Vargha-
Khadem, Gadian, Copp, & Mishkin, 2005). Genetic 
mapping revealed that all the affected KE family 
members had a mutation in a gene on chromosome 
7 called Forkhead box P2, or FOXP2 (Lai, Fisher, 
Hurst, Vargha-Khadem, & Monaco, 2001). The 
amusing name forkhead box was coined in 1989 
by scientists working on fruit fly development who 
identified mutants with a «forked head» and linked 
this phenotype to a particular stretch of DNA, called 
box. This «forkhead box» exists in more than forty 
genes that are organized into nineteen gene families 
named FoxA through FoxS. They code for proteins 
that regulate the function of other genes, so called 
«transcription factors». The «forkhead box» part of 
the transcription factor binds to specific regulatory 
regions of other genes, so called «target genes», 
leading to their reduced or enhanced activity. Many 
forkhead transcription factors play roles in health and 
disease but only the P gene family has been linked to 
speech and language. 
The extraterrestrial scientist is scratching its 
own «forkhead» antennae and wondering: «If I had 
a FOXP2 gene, would I be able to speak like those 
Homo sapiens do?»
n  UNIQUE GENES FOR UNIQUE TRAITS?
The discovery of FOXP2 opened the door for 
answering many questions about the link between 
genes and language. Does having a FOXP2 gene 
give you language? No. FoxP2 exists in many species 
that do not talk. The importance of this gene for 
lung development had been described in mice even 
before its mutation in the KE family was linked to 
language, showing that FoxP2 was neither a gene 
unique to humans nor unique to the brain. Human-
unique genes do exist (Dennis et al., 2012) but FoxP2 
is not one of them. FoxP2 exist in all 274 vertebrates 
studied so far, and it is also among the genes whose 
sequence barely changed throughout vertebrate 
evolution. This suggests that the function of FoxP2 
may not have changed much from fish to humans, 
so that whatever the exact function of this gene may 
be, there is evolutionary pressure for conserving the 
FoxP2 sequence. This is supported by the findings 
that FOXP2 mutations identified in humans – and 
there are now 23 different ones, all impairing 
Figure 4. In songbirds and mammals, the FoxP2 protein is expressed 
in so called medium spiny neurons of the striatum, a region 
important for translating sensory information into motor behavior. 
These neurons are called spiny because they are studded with 
«spines», the sites where signals from other neurons are received.
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speech and language – never affect both gene copies 
(alleles), implying that when both copies are mutated 
the embryo cannot survive. This is also the case in 
mice that carry mutations on both Foxp2 alleles: 
they die a few weeks after birth, apparently of lung 
disorders. An exception from this high conservation 
for FoxP2 in vertebrates are bats. Many bat species 
have a widely diverged FoxP2 sequence, which is 
an enigmatic finding waiting for an explanation (for 
review see Knörnschild, 2014). 
The extraterrestrial may find this a bit confusing. 
FOXP2 mutations cause a deficit in a uniquely human 
trait, language, but FoxP2 exists in all vertebrates in 
pretty much the same version?
n OF MICE AND MEN
Just as it seemed that FOXP2 was not so special 
after all, Wolfgang Endard and colleagues at the 
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology 
in Leipzig reported that the sequence of the FOXP2 
protein in humans, while overall very similar to 
all vertebrate FoxP2s, had in fact changed more in 
(evolutionary) recent history than expected. Moreover, 
all humans carry this specifically human FOXP2 
version starting about 200,000 years ago, roughly 
coincident with the emergence of anatomically 
modern humans, even though the exact time is 
controversial. The notion that the human-unique 
version of this protein was important for human 
evolution was met with skepticism because the 
sequence differed from the chimp version in only 
two of 714 amino acids, the building blocks of 
proteins. Could just two amino 
acids be the reason why we 
speak and chimps do not? On 
the other hand, the discovery 
of a human-specific FOXP2 
version that was apparently 
beneficial to carry and thus 
swept through the entire human 
population begged further 
investigation. The Leipzig 
scientists therefore designed 
an ingenious experiment: they 
experimentally added the human FOXP2 gene to 
mice and checked whether those mice were different 
from their non-manipulated siblings (Enard et al., 
2009). Not surprisingly, the mice did not develop 
language, establishing that the human FOXP2 version 
alone cannot kick-start all the changes in the brain 
and the vocal apparatus required to develop speech 
and language. 
Given the differences of 
mouse and human brains and 
sound producing structures, it 
was of course highly unlikely 
that a single gene could trigger 
such a program. However, 
the experiment introducing 
the human FOXP2 gene into 
a mouse was informative; 
when mice pups carrying the 
additional humanized FOXP2 
version were separated from their mother they 
made distress calls that had different bioacoustic 
features than calls of their non-manipulated siblings, 
providing another link of FOXP2 to vocalizations. 
The neural substrates for these vocalization changes 
are not known yet, but a number of different 
follow up experiments showed that mouse brains 
exposed to a humanized version of FOXP2 differ 
«THE DISCOVERY OF 
‘FOXP2’ OPENED THE DOOR 
FOR ANSWERING MANY 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE 
LINK BETWEEN GENES AND 
LANGUAGE»
Figure 5. Invertebrate FoxP gave rise through gene duplication 
to four different FoxP genes. In vertebrates, FoxP1, 2, and 4 are 
important for brain development and behavior and play a role in 
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structurally and functionally from brains of mice 
with mouse-Foxp2. Additional research from the 
labs of Ann Graybiel, Simon Fisher and Wolfgang 
Enard established that brains of yet a different mouse 
line that was experimentally altered to carry an 
equivalent mutation to the one of the KE family also 
show differences to wild-type mice. Interestingly, it 
seems that in mice some of the neural and behavioral 
consequences of having a Foxp2 allele with a 
mutation similar to the one that produces language 
impairments in humans are the opposite of the 
consequences of carrying an additional humanized 
version of the gene. The latter also differ from wild 
type litter mates in a maze learning task. When mice 
have to switch between finding their way based on 
visual cues (e.g., turn to where 
you see a star) to finding their 
way by turning left or right, the 
humanized-FoxP mice show 
a quicker transition from one 
strategy to the other. The authors 
suggest that language learning 
requires a similar type of switch 
in learning styles.
Together, these findings 
highlight that small 
sequence changes in a highly 
conserved gene might change 
neural function but that 
unique behavioral traits or 
morphological adaptations 
do not require unique genes. 
Rather, particular combinations of sets of genes can 
act together causing «unique» effects. In fact, since 
the original discovery of the link between FOXP2 
mutations and the specific language impairment, more 
genes implicated in language-related disorders have 
been identified. Some of these are likely to act together 
with FOXP2 in a molecular network. For instance, 
another FoxP gene family member, FOXP1, is also 
linked to language deficits and the FoxP1 and FoxP2 
proteins can directly interact (Graham & Fisher, 2015). 
The extraterrestrial scientist shouts: «What a funky 
idea introducing the human version of a gene into 
mice!» And goes on to wonder why those mice had 
neural and behavioral changes, even if they did not 
start to speak…
n  FORMATION OF CIRCUITS VERSUS FUNCTION  
IN CIRCUITS
Did the human version of FOXP2 in mice affect 
brain development? Or did the gene manipulation 
affect the function of the brain after development 
was completed? Do FOXP2 mutations in humans 
hamper the embryonic development of brain circuits 
that children later need for language learning? Or 
does FOXP2’s activity play a role during the language 
learning process itself? The latter question cannot 
be answered in mice, because their vocalizations 
are, unlike human language, not learned by imitating 
the sounds of adult conspecifics. Children born deaf 
do not learn to speak as well as hearing children, 
because speech learning depends on auditory 
feedback. In contrast, deaf mice vocalize exactly like 
hearing mice demonstrating that mouse vocalizations 
are not imitatively learned.
Unlike mice, some whale and bat species do 
modify the sounds they use 
for communication as a result 
of experience (Janik & Slater, 
1997; Knörnschild, 2014). These 
vocal learners are hard to keep 
in laboratories and consequently 
gene-function studies in bats 
and whales have not yet been 
performed. Many song bird 
species also learn to produce 
their songs by imitating adult 
conspecifics and this process 
bears many behavioral and 
neural similarities to speech 
learning (Bolhuis, Okanoya, & 
Scharff, 2010) (Figure 3). In 
addition, the neural structures 
underlying song learning and song production are 
known and the genomes of around fifty songbird 
species were recently sequenced (Zhang et al., 
2014) making comparative neurogenetic studies 
increasingly attractive. In this vein, researchers in 
our group in Berlin, Germany, established that FoxP2 
expression is modulated during the song learning 
period in a brain region essential for song learning 
(Haesler et al., 2004). Moreover, experimental 
reduction of FoxP2 levels in this brain area lead to 
incomplete and inaccurate song imitation in zebra 
finches (Haesler et al., 2007). Follow up experiments 
by us and other researchers have identified factors 
that regulate FoxP2 expression and cellular/
behavioral consequences of its action (Condro & 
White, 2014; Wohlgemuth, Adam, & Scharff, 2014). 
These and other studies have firmly established that 
FoxP2 has two roles, one in neural development 
and an «on line» function in already developed 
neural circuits (Murugan, Harward, Scharff, & 
Mooney, 2013). 
«WHEN MICE PUPS CARRYING 
THE ADDITIONAL HUMANIZED 
‘FOXP2’ VERSION WERE 
SEPARATED FROM THEIR 
MOTHER THEY MADE 
DISTRESS CALLS THAT HAD 
DIFFERENT BIOACOUSTICS 
FEATURES THAN CALLS OF 
THEIR NON-MANIPULATED 
SIBLINGS»
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The extraterrestrial researcher recapitulates: 
«Songbirds learn to sing somewhat like humans learn 
to speak, and both need FoxP2 to get it right. How 
could that be?»
n COMMON THEMES
The fact that FoxP2 is important for both human 
speech and birdsong, two behaviors that have many 
similarities, as well as for motor learning in mice, is 
interesting from an evolutionary perspective. One 
common theme is that this transcription factor acts 
in neural circuits that are relevant for the translation 
of sensory stimuli (auditory in humans and birds, 
visual and tactile in mice) into motor acts (speech in 
humans, song in birds, and locomotion in mice). The 
neural circuits that are central for all these behavior 
involve the so called basal 
ganglia which are homologous 
in birds, mice and humans. 
«Homologous» in this context 
means that these structures seem 
to be derived from structures 
that already existed in a 
common ancestor of birds and 
mammals 300 million years ago. 
Form and function of the basal 
ganglia are strikingly similar 
in the avian and mammalian 
branches. One popular theory, 
supported by many empirical 
findings, postulates that sensory-
motor learning in this circuit 
relies on a neurochemical reward 
system (e.g., dopamine) (Figure 
4). Experimental evidence in 
mice and birds suggests that FoxP2 and its associated 
molecular network, including the two other neurally 
expressed FoxP proteins, FoxP1 and FoxP4, interact 
with dopamine signaling and regulate the strength 
of particular connections between particular sets 
of neurons, fine tuning sensory-motor integration 
(Wohlgemuth et al., 2014). 
«Ah, I start to see the common thread running 
through this story», the extraterrestrial will hopefully 
say. FOXP2 together with other molecules seems 
to be active in parts of the brain that translate 
sensory experience into motor action. It may help 
a baby to modify the babbling sounds it makes to 
turn them into words, a young songbird to adjust its 
babbling to sound like his father’s song and a mouse 
to learn to use its body effectively to get food and not 
get eaten.
n GOING BACK IN TIME
Translating sensory experiences into motor 
action is a requirement for survival not exclusive 
to vertebrates. If FoxP2 is important for this 
function, did it exist before the vertebrate lineage 
arose? The gene locus FoxP2 that gave rise to 
the four different FoxP genes in vertebrates is 
indeed very old. It seems that these genes appeared 
together with animal multicellularity. Unicellular 
choanoflagellates do not have the gene but sponges 
and other nonbilaterians, e.g., animals without 
bilateral symmetry, do (Shimeld, Degnan, & Luke, 
2010) (Figure 5). In sponges FoxP functions in cell 
adherence (on a plastic dish) and the formation 
of aggregates in epithelial-like layers. In the 
mouse lung, FoxP1 and FoxP4 are involved in 
the development of the lung 
epithelium (Li et al., 2012). 
Whether this is an «epithelial 
coincidence» or a case of deeper 
homology awaits further study. 
In the bilaterian lineage there 
is also only one FoxP gene, 
yielding two different versions, 
called isoforms. Interestingly 
for a possible similarity of 
function, in embryos and adults 
of the fruit fly (Drosophila 
melanogaster), FoxP is also 
expressed in the nervous system 
(Santos, Athanasiadis, Leitão, 
DuPasquier, & Sucena, 2011). 
Turning to insects to pursue 
the idea that FoxP may fulfill 
similar functions in invertebrates 
and vertebrates, we and other groups have started to 
study the expression pattern and function in fruit flies 
and honeybees (Apis mellifera) (DasGupta, Ferreira, 
& Miesenböck, 2014; Kiya, Itoh, & Kubo, 2008; 
Lawton, Wassmer, & Deitcher, 2014; Mendoza et al., 
2014) (Figure 6). As is often the case in the initial 
stages of scientific discovery of a new subject, some 
findings agree while other diverge. On the agreement 
side, all FoxP mutant flies show interesting behavioral 
deficits that are at first sight not incompatible with 
each other and could also be conceptually related to 
the behavioral deficits observed in vertebrates with 
reduced FoxP2 dosage. The authors of one study 
observed reduced courtship behavior (Lawton et 
al., 2014), in another study the flies were able to use 
visual cues to avoid punishment but were unable to 
use somatosensory information for the same task 
«FOXP2 SEEMS TO BE ACTIVE 
IN PARTS OF THE BRAIN 
THAT TRANSLATE SENSORY 
EXPERIENCE INTO MOTOR 
ACTION. IT MAY HELP A BABY 
TO MODIFY THE BABBLING 
SOUNDS IT MAKES TO 
TURN THEM INTO WORDS, 
AND A YOUNG SONGBIRD 
TO ADJUST ITS BABBLING TO 
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(Mendoza et al., 2014) and in a 
third study the mutant flies had 
trouble with decision making 
using olfactory cues in different 
concentrations and punishment 
as an incentive to learn 
(DasGupta et al., 2014). In this 
last experiment, the phenotype 
could be traced to a particular 
small set of neurons that had 
previously been described to be 
important for decision making 
and were now shown to also 
express FoxP.
Discrepancies exist with respect to the neural 
expression pattern of FoxP in Drosophila, even when 
almost identical approaches to visualize expression 
were used. Using green fluorescent protein to report 
FoxP promotor activity, Lawton et al. (2014) saw 
expression in the so called central complex, that 
has been hypothesized (Strausfeld & Hirth, 2013) 
to be functionally analogous to the vertebrate 
basal ganglia. In contrast, using a slightly different 
promoter sequence, DasGupta et al. (2014) did 
not find FoxP expression in the central complex at 
all but in the core region of the mushroom bodies 
instead, a multimodal integration site in the fly brain 
that is important for learning and memory. These 
differences might also account for the fact that in 
one study motor behavior (walking) was reported 
to be normal (DasGupta et al., 2014) whereas in 
other studies (Lawton et al., 2014) motor behavior 
was impaired. Needless to say, the devil with 
experimental conditions lies in the details and follow 
up studies using more approaches to determine 
where FoxP mRNA and protein is expressed in 
the nervous system of developing and adult flies 
as well as honey bees will refine the currently still 
confusingly complex results of the compare and 
contrast approach. 
Maybe our extraterrestrial observer would by 
now decide to stay a bit longer on this planet, roll up 
its sleeves and join the earthling scientists to figure 
out whether FoxP is indeed a candidate for «deep 
homology», fulfilling similar functions in neurons 
from flies to Homo sapiens. Or our space visitor may 
be tired from so much chitchat and jabbering all over 
the planet and yearning to go back to outer space, to 
think in silence (Figure 7).
n  IS LANGUAGE MORE THAN THE SUM OF ITS 
PARTS?
Accompanying FoxP on its 
journey through evolutionary 
time is interesting as it points 
towards one building block of 
language learning: the translation 
of sensory information into 
motor acts. But language is of 
course more than that. Language 
allows people to speak truth or 
tell lies. Talk about yesterday’s 
events and tomorrow’s plans, 
abstract concepts like moral or 
logic, feelings such as happiness 
or sorrow. No genes have been 
directly linked to the process of how thoughts and 
feelings are externalized into speech. Maybe an 
extraterrestrial team of geneticists and linguists 
landing on Earth will write that next chapter on our 
path to understanding the evolution of language. 
«THE FACT THAT FOXP2 IS 
IMPORTANT FOR BOTH HUMAN 
SPEECH AND BIRDSONG, 
TWO BEHAVIORS THAT HAVE 
MANY SIMILARITIES, AS WELL 
AS FOR MOTOR LEARNING 
IN MICE, IS INTERESTING 
FROM AN EVOLUTIONARY 
PERSPECTIVE»
Figure 6. In the brain of bee larvae, FoxP is strongly expressed in 
different neuron clusters (green), indicating the importance of the 
gene for development. 
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Figure 7. Our extraterrestrial scientist learned a lot about a gene and 










OBSERVER WOULD BY NOW 
DECIDE TO STAY A BIT 
LONGER ON THIS PLANET, 
ROLL UP ITS SLEEVES 
AND JOIN THE EARTHLING 
SCIENTISTS TO FIGURE OUT 
WHETHER FOXP IS INDEED 
A CANDIDATE FOR “DEEP 
HOMOLOGY”»
